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Abstract
Shared memory is widely regarded as a more intuitive model than message passing for the development of
parallel programs. A shared memory model can be provided by hardware, software, or some combination of both.
One of the most important problems to be solved in shared memory environments is that of cache coherence.
Experience indicates, unsurprisingly, that hardware-coherent multiprocessors greatly outperform distributed sharedmemory (DSM) emulations on message-passing hardware. Intermediate options, however, have received considerably
less attention. We argue in this position paper that one such option—a multiprocessor or network that provides a global
physical address space in which processors can make non-coherent accesses to remote memory without trapping into
the kernel or interrupting remote processors—can provide most of the performance of hardware cache coherence
at little more monetary or design cost than traditional DSM systems. To support this claim we have developed the
Cashmere family of software coherence protocols for NCC-NUMA (Non-Cache-Coherent, Non-Uniform-Memory
Access) systems, and have used execution-driven simulation to compare the performance of these protocols to that
of full hardware coherence and distributed shared memory emulation. We have found that for a large class of
applications the performance of NCC-NUMA multiprocessors rivals that of fully hardware-coherent designs, and
significantly surpasses the performance realized on more traditional DSM systems.

1 Introduction
As a means of expressing parallel algorithms, shared memory programming models are widely believed to be easier
to use than message-passing models. Small-scale, bus-based shared-memory multiprocessors are now ubiquitous, and
several large-scale cache-coherent multiprocessors have been designed in recent years. Unfortunately, large machines
have been substantially more difficult to build than small ones, because snooping does not scale. Moreover there
is a growing consensus that very large machines will be built by connecting a number of small- to medium-scale
multiprocessors. Many researchers have therefore undertaken to harness the parallel processing potential of networks
of smaller machines.
Unfortunately, the current state of the art in software coherence for networks and multicomputers provides acceptable performance on only a limited class of applications. To make software coherence efficient, one would need to
overcome several fundamental problems with existing distributed shared memory (DSM) emulations [2, 7, 14, 23]:
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 Because they are based on messages, DSM systems must trap into the kernel and then interrupt the execution of
remote processors in order to perform such time-critical inter-processor operations as directory maintenance and
synchronization. Synchronization is a particularly serious problem: the time to acquire a mutual exclusion lock
can be three orders of magnitude larger on a DSM system than it is on a CC-NUMA (hardware cache coherent)
machine.
 Because messages are so expensive, DSM systems must warp their behavior to avoid them whenever possible.
They tend to use centralized barriers (rather than more scalable alternatives) in order to collect and re-distribute
coherence information with a minimal number of messages. They also tend to copy entire pages from one
processor to another, not only to take advantage of VM support, but also to amortize message-passing overhead
over as large a data transfer as possible. This of course works well only for programs whose sharing is coarsegrained. A few systems maintain coherence at a finer grain using in-line checks on references [4, 19, 23], but
this appears to require a restricted programming model or very high message traffic.
 In order to mitigate the effects of false sharing in page-size blocks, the fastest virtual-memory-based DSM
systems permit multiple copies of a page to be writable simultaneously. The resulting inconsistencies force
these systems to compute diffs with older versions of a page in order to merge the changes made by different
processors [2, 7]. Copying and diffing pages is expensive not only in terms of time, but also in terms of
storage overhead, cache pollution, and the need to garbage-collect old page copies, diffs, and other bookkeeping
information.
Hardware cache coherence avoids these problems by allowing inter-node communication without operating system
intervention, and without interrupting normal processor execution on the receiving end. This in turn makes it possible
to maintain coherence efficiently for cache-line-size blocks, even with only a single concurrent writer.
Our thesis is that most of the benefits of hardware cache coherence can be obtained on large machines simply by
providing a global physical address space, with per-processor caches but without hardware cache coherence. Machines
in this non-cache-coherent, non-uniform memory access (NCC-NUMA) class include both tightly-coupled (single
chassis) multiprocessors (e.g. the BBN TC2000, the Toronto Hector [21], and the Cray Research T3D), and memorymapped network interfaces for workstations (e.g. the Princeton Shrimp [1], the DEC Memory Channel[5], and the HP
Hamlyn [22]). In comparison to hardware-coherent machines, NCC-NUMA systems can more easily be built from
commodity parts, and can follow improvements in microprocessors and other hardware technologies closely.
As part of the Cashmere1 project we have developed a family of protocols for NCC-NUMA systems with various
levels of hardware support. As noted in section 2, we are also building a prototype in collaboration with Digital
Equipment Corporation.
The Cashmere protocols share several central features. They

 Use ordinary loads and stores to maintain and access directory information for the coherence protocol, avoiding
the need for distributed data structures that track the partial order in which events occur on different processors.
 Use uncached remote references to implement fast synchronization operations both for the applications themselves and for the protocol operations that modify directory data structures.
 Allow multiple writers for concurrency, but avoid the need to keep old copies and compute diffs by using ordinary
hardware write-through to a unique (and often remote) main-memory copy of each page.
These uses of the global address space constitute performance optimizations unavailable to DSM systems on
message-passing hardware.
To maximize concurrency and minimize unnecessary invalidations, the Cashmere protocols employ a variant
of invalidation-based lazy release consistency [6]. They postpone notifying other processors that a page has been
written until the processor that made the modification(s) reaches a synchronization release point. They also postpone
1 CASHMERe stands for Coherence Algorithms for SHared MEmory aRchitectures and is an ongoing effort to provide an efficient shared
memory programming model on modest hardware.
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invalidating the page on those other processors until they reach a synchronization acquire point. As an additional
optimization, some of the protocols dynamically identify pages with high invalidation rates (either due to true or
false sharing), and employ an alternative strategy in which releasing processors are not required to multicast write
notices, but acquiring processors must either blindly invalidate the page or actively query directory information to see
if invalidations are necessary.
The differences among the Cashmere protocols are designed to accommodate different hardware implementations
of the global physical address space as well as different interconnect latencies and bandwidths. Specifically, the
protocols differ in terms of:

 The mechanism used to implement write-through to remote memory. Some NCC-NUMA hardware will not write
through to remote locations on ordinary store instructions. In such cases we can achieve write-through by editing
program binaries to include special instruction sequences [11], in a manner reminiscent of the Blizzard [19] and
Midway [23] projects.
 The existence of a write-merge buffer. If neither the processor nor the cache controller includes a write buffer
capable of merging writes to a common cache line (with per-word dirty bits for merging into memory), then the
message traffic due to write-through increases substantially. In such cases performance tends to be better with a
write-back policy.
 The mechanism for cache-miss detection. Some NCC-NUMA hardware—including the Memory Channel—will
not fetch cache lines from remote memory on a miss. This shortcoming can be addressed by copying pages to
local memory in response to a post-invalidation page fault, and then fetching from local memory. Alternatively,
on some machines, one can use an idea developed for the Wisconsin Wind Tunnel [17] to generate ECC protection
faults on each cache mess, in which case the handler can use a special instruction sequence to fetch from remote
memory explicitly.
 The granularity of data transfer. Even on a machine that supports cache fills from remote memory, one has the
option of creating a full-page copy in local memory instead. We have found that neither remote fills (cache-linesize transfers) nor full-page copies is superior in all cases. We are currently investigating hybrids; we believe
we can choose the strategy that works best on a page-by-page basis, dynamically.
Our work borrows ideas from several other systems, including Munin [2], TreadMarks/ParaNet [7], Platinum [3],
and the thesis work of Karin Petersen [15, 16]. It is also related to ongoing work on the Wind Tunnel [19] and the
Princeton Shrimp [1] project and, less directly, to several other DSM and multiprocessor projects. Full protocol details
and comparisons to related work can be found in other papers [8, 10, 11].

2 Results and Project Status
We have evaluated the performance of NCC-NUMA hardware running Cashmere protocols using execution-driven
simulation on a variety of applications. The applications include two programs from the SPLASH suite [20] (mp3d and
water), two from the NASA parallel benchmarks suite (appbt and mgrid), one from the Berkeley Split-C group
(em3d), and three locally-written kernels (Gauss, sor, and fft). The results appear in two figures, one comparing
NCC-NUMA and CC-NUMA and the other comparing NCC-NUMA and DSM systems. The technological constants
(latency, bandwidth, etc.) in the first comparison are characteristic of tightly-coupled machines such as the Cray T3D;
the constants in the second comparison are characteristic of more loosely-coupled networks.
Figure 1 compares Cashmere performance to that of the Stanford Dash protocol [13] (modified for single-processor
nodes). We have assumed identical architectural constants for both platforms; the only difference is the mechanism used
to maintain coherence. The results indicate that software coherence on NCC-NUMA systems can provide performance
that approaches or even exceeds that of cache-coherent hardware. For some applications the write-through strategy
used by the software protocols proves superior to the write-back strategy used by the hardware protocols and results in
a small performance advantage for the software approach.
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Figure 2 compares Cashmere performance to that of the TreadMarks DSM system [7]—the other end of the
hardware-software spectrum. Once again we have assumed identical architectural constants for both systems; the
only difference is that Cashmere exploits the ability to access remote memory directly. The results indicate that one
can achieve substantial performance improvements over more traditional DSM systems by exploiting the additional
hardware capabilities of NCC-NUMA systems. A complete discussion and explanation of the results can be found in
previous papers [8, 10, 11].
The best performance, clearly, will be obtained by systems that combine the speed and concurrency of existing
hardware coherence mechanisms with the flexibility of software coherence. This goal may be achieved by a new
generation of machines with programmable network controllers [12, 18]. Our studies indicate that “modestly-lazy”
multi-writer protocols for such machines will outperform eager single-writer protocols by 5 to 20 percent [9]. It is
not yet clear whether the performance advantages of programmable controllers will justify their design time and cost.
Our suspicion, based on current results, is that NCC-NUMA systems will remain more cost effective in the near to
medium term. More specifically, we speculate that NCC-NUMA systems lie near the knee of the price-performance
curve for large-scale multiprocessors (see figure 3): by building network interfaces that turn a network of workstations
into an NCC-NUMA machine, we can realize a major increase in performance for a modest increase in cost. At
present, our argument is based on comparisons drawn from simulations of the design points. To augment these with
practical experience, we have begun to build an NCC-NUMA prototype using DEC’s Memory Channel network and
4-processor AlphaServer (2100 4/200) nodes.
Figure 4 depicts the hardware configuration of the Cashmere prototype. The Memory Channel adaptor plugs into
any machine with a PCI bus. It permits each node on the network to map local I/O addresses onto a global Memory
Channel address space, and likewise to map Memory Channel addresses to local physical memory. Each node retains
complete control over which parts of its memory are remotely accessible. Establishing mappings requires a kernel
operation, but once created these mappings allow low-latency (< 3sec) writes to remote memory from user space.
Loads and synchronization operations are similarly fast. Bandwidth for the first generation of the network is modest:
35–50 Mbytes/sec end-to-end, 100 Mbytes/sec aggregate. Aggregate bandwidth on the second generation network,
due in 1996, is expected to be an order of magnitude higher, while latency will be reduced by almost a factor of two.
Building the prototype will allow us to extend our research in several directions:

 Our work has so far addressed only small, data-parallel scientific codes. Simulation constraints have prevented
us from considering large data sets and applications with long running times. The development of a working
prototype will allow us to validate the simulation results and extend our research to domains that are not
amenable to simulation studies. Multiprogramming, non-scientific (e.g. interactive) codes, and multi-media
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Figure 4: Hardware configuration of the Cashmere prototype

parallel applications are examples of programs that cannot be addressed in simulation and for which the existence
of the prototype will prove invaluable.

 The Memory Channel provides some valuable features that we have not so far considered in our work. One
is a “clustered” configuration consisting of multiprocessor nodes with internal hardware coherence. Such
a configuration seems likely to be more cost-effective than single-processor nodes. The existing Cashmere
protocols will run on a clustered system, but it is unclear if they will provide optimal performance. We plan
to develop new protocols that cooperate with local hardware cache coherence, rather than competing with it.
We will evaluate these protocols first in simulation and then using the prototype hardware. A second attractive
feature of the Memory Channel is inexpensive broadcast, which lends itself to update protocols.
 The existence of multiple processors per node presents the opportunity to dedicate one processor to protocol
processing and/or data prefetching to local memory, in an attempt to hide protocol processing and data access
latency. Whether such a scheme will use the extra processor effectively is still an open question.
We also believe that software coherence can benefit greatly from compiler support. When a compiler is able to
completely analyze the sharing patterns in a program, it clearly makes sense to generate code that specifies placement
and communication completely, obviating the need for “behavior-driven” coherence at run time. When the compiler
is not able to analyze a program completely, however (due to intractable aliasing, input dependencies, etc.), partial
information gained at compile time may still be of value in tuning a behavior-driven system. In conjunction with our
local compiler group we are pursuing the design of annotations that a compiler can use to provide hints to a software
coherence protocol, allowing it to customize its actions to the sharing patterns of individual data structures and/or
program phases.
We are also pursuing issues in fault tolerance and heterogeneity. The Memory Channel hardware is designed in
such a way that failure of one processor or node does not prevent the continued operation of the remainder of the
system. We are designing mechanisms for thread and data management that will allow Cashmere to recover from
hardware failures. In addition, since the Memory Channel connects to nodes through an industry-standard PCI bus,
we will be able to employ nodes with different types, speeds, and numbers of processors, as well as varying memory
and disk capacities.

3 Conclusions
For tightly-coupled systems, our simulations indicate that software coherence on NCC-NUMA hardware is competitive
in performance with hardware cache coherence. For networks of workstations, the simulations indicate that the ability
5

to access remote memory without trapping into the kernel or interrupting remote processors allows software coherence
to achieve substantial performance gains over more traditional DSM systems. Based on these results, we believe that
NCC-NUMA systems lie at or near the knee of the price-performance curve for shared-memory multiprocessors.
Recent commercial developments suggest that NCC-NUMA networks will be increasingly available in future
years. We are currently using one of the first such networks in the construction of a Cashmere prototype. With the
higher bandwidths expected in the second-generation, we expect by 1996 to demonstrate low-cost shared-memory
supercomputing on a collection of commodity machines.
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